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We investigate the forces experienced by a microparticle immersed in a weakly ionized plasma with constant
electric field. These are electric force and the forces associated with the momentum transfer from electrons and
ions drifting in the field(electron and ion drag forces). It is shown that the effect of the electron drag, which
is often neglected, can be substantial in a certain parameter range. Numerical calculation of the forces for a
reasonable set of plasma parameters is performed to illustrate the importance of this effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complex (dusty) plasmas consist of ions, electrons,
highly charged micron-sized particles(dust grains), and neu-
tral gas. In laboratory experiments the grain component can
be easily observed, since the characteristic time scale is of
the order of a fraction of a second. This allows us to inves-
tigate a variety of fundamental processes(phase transitions,
transport, wave phenomena, etc.) at the most fundamental
(kinetic) level. Not surprisingly, complex plasmas have re-
ceived much attention in recent years.

One of the most fundamental issues concerning dust
grains in plasmas is the question of the forces that the grains
experience. The knowledge of the forces is essential when
equilibrium states as well as transport properties of the grain
component are considered. Depending on plasma conditions
forces such as gravity, electric, ion and neutral drag, thermo-
phoresis were demonstrated to play an important role[1–3].

The focus of the present paper is on the electron drag
forceFe arising due to the momentum transfer from the elec-
trons drifting relative to the charged grain. This force was
often ignored previously: Based on the small electron mass it
was assumed to be much weaker than the ion drag forceFi
[4,5]. A rough estimate of the ratio of the ion to electron drag
force in a quasineutral plasma can be obtained using the
Coulomb scattering theory for pointlike grains and assuming
that the Coulomb logarithms for electron-grain and ion-grain
collisions are of the same order of magnitude. Then for sub-
thermal drifts the force ratio is Fi /Fe
,smi /med1/2sTe/Tid3/2sui /ued, where mesid and Tesid are the
mass and the temperature of electrons(ions), and uesid de-
notes the relative drift velocity between electrons(ions) and
the dust grain. Whenui andue are comparable(e.g., for grain
motion in a stationary plasma background) the electron drag
force is smaller than that due to ions ifsmi /med1/3.Ti /Te (a
similar estimation can be found in Ref.[5]), which is always
satisfied. However, whenue@ui, the usual practice to neglect
electron drag is less obvious. This situation is, however,
quite natural for a weakly ionized plasma in a constant elec-
tric field (e.g., the positive column of a dc gas discharge),
where the drift velocities of electrons and ions are deter-

mined by the balance between the electric field force and
momentum loss in collisions with neutrals. In this case
ui /ue,sme/mid1/2sTe/Tid1/2ssen/sind, wheresen and sin are
the effective momentum transfer cross sections for electron-
neutral and ion-neutral collisions. The force ratio is then
Fi /Fe,sTe/Tid2ssen/sind. In noble gasessin is typically
more than one order of magnitude larger thansen and we see
immediately that electron drag would dominate provided
Te/Ti is not too high.(In this context the noble gases argon,
krypton, and xenon are of special interest sincesen has a
pronounced minimum for the electron energies of about
1 eV—the so called Ramsauer-Townsend effect[6].) The
conclusion is, therefore, that the electron drag force cannot
always be neglected.

In order to get further insight into the problem we con-
sider details of the momentum transfer in electron-grain col-
lisions. An accurate expression for the electron drag force in
complex plasmas is then obtained. Using this result we com-
pare the magnitude of the electron drag force with the elec-
tric and ion drag forces acting on a negatively charged dust
grain in a weakly ionized plasma in an external electric field.
It is shown that the electron drag force can dominate for a
certain range of plasma parameters.

II. ELECTRON DRAG FORCE

Let us consider a dust grain immersed in a weakly ionized
plasma with a constant electric fieldE. The electrons and
ions drift in opposite directions with velocities

ue = −
eE

mene
, ui =

eE

mini
, s1d

wherenesid is the effective collision frequency for electrons
(ions). In a weakly ionized plasma collisions with neutrals
play a dominant role. For sufficiently weak electric fields the
drifts are subthermal. In this casena.nnsanvTa

, wherenn is
the neutral density andvTa

=ÎTa /ma is the thermal velocity
of either electronssa=ed or ionssa= id. The ratio of the drift
velocity to the thermal velocity is thenua /vTa

.eEla /Ta,
wherela=1/nnsan denotes the mean free path. Weak electric
fields corresponding to subthermal driftssua&vTa

d have to
satisfy the inequalityE&maxhTe/ele,Ti /elij.*Electronic mail: skhrapak@mpe.mpg.de
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A charged grain immersed in such a plasma is affected by
(at least) three forces: Electric forceFel=QE (Q is the grain
charge) and electron and ion drag forces. For a negatively
charged grainFel andFe are directed opposite to the electric
field direction, whileFi is parallel to the field. The competi-
tion between these forces determines transport of dust grains.
Below we calculate the relationship between these forces for
a range of plasma parameters.

The electron drag force is due to two processes: momen-
tum transfer in direct collisions with a grain and momentum
transfer from the electrons that are scattered in the electric
field of the grain(but not collected). The first process is often
referred to as the “collection” force while the second is often
called “orbital” force. The orbital motion limited(OML)
theory is applicable to describe electron collection. Accord-
ing to this theory an electron can undergo a direct collision
with a spherical grain only if its impact parameter is suffi-
ciently small,r,rc, where

rcsvd = a5Î1 −
2rCsvd

a
, 2rCsvd/a , 1

0, 2rCsvd/a . 1

s2d

is the maximum impact parameter for collection. Here
rCsvd= uQue/mev2 is the Coulomb radius for electron-grain
collisions anda is the grain radius. Expression(2) shows that
due to the repulsive character of the interaction potential
only sufficiently energetic electrons can be collected. Assum-
ing that the initial electron momentum is transferred to the
grain, one obtains the momentum transfer cross section for
electron collection,

scollsvd = prc
2svd, s3d

which is equal to the electron collection cross section.
To describe the electron scattering by the grain the stan-

dard Coulomb scattering approach can be used. It is appli-
cable whenrCsvTe

d!lD, which is usually the case. This
gives for the orbital momentum transfer cross section

sorbsvd = 2prC
2svdlnF lD

2 + rC
2svd

rc
2svd + rC

2svdG . s4d

In deriving Eq. (4) the integration over impact parameters
was performed fromrmin=rc to rmax=lD (see, e.g., Refs.
[7,8]). Note that the screening length for the conditions we
consider (low neutral gas pressures, subthermal drifts) is
given by the linearized Debye radius,lD=slDe

−2 +lDi
−2d−1/2 (for

a recent discussion see, for example, Ref.[9]). For high neu-
tral gas pressures Eqs.(2)–(4) are not directly applicable.
Electrons are not collisionless and the screening can be quite
different from weakly collisional case[10].

In order to derive the electron drag force the cross sec-
tions should be integrated over the electron velocity distribu-
tion function. We assume a shifted Maxwellian distribution
(note, however, that other distributions are also possible in
gas discharges), which in the case of subthermal electron
drift can be written asfsvd. f0svds1+uv /vTe

2 d. The integra-
tion is complicated by the necessity to consider separately

velocities satisfying 2rCsvd /a.1 and 2rCsvd /a,1, but oth-
erwise it is straightforward. The final result can be presented
in the form

Fe = s8Î2p/3da2nemevTe
ueFesz,Ld, s5d

wherene is the density of electrons and the factorFesz,Ld
accounts for the electron-grain electrostatic interaction(Fe
=1 for an uncharged grain). Herez= uQue/aTe is the dimen-
sionless potential of the grain andL=lD/a is the ratio of the
screening length to the grain radius. The contribution from
direct collisions isFe

Collszd=f1+sz/2dge−z. The contribution
from scattering isFe

Orbsz,Ld= 1
4z2Led, where

Led=E
0

`

e−x lnS1 + 4L2x2

z2Ddx− 2E
z

`

e−x lnS2x

z
− 1Ddx

s6d

is the Coulomb logarithm for electron-grain collisions(inte-
grated over the Maxwellian distribution). In the limit 2L /z
@1 the integration gives

Led. 2Fln
2L

z
− C + e−z/2EiS−

z

2
DG , s7d

whereC.0.577 is the Euler constant. The leading logarith-
mic term is dominant so thatLed.2 lns2L /zd. This result
improves on the estimation of the Coulomb logarithmLed
,2 ln L used in Ref.[11]. In Fig. 1 we show the value of the
Coulomb logarithm calculated as a function ofa/lD;L−1

for three different values ofz. The agreement between the
direct numerical integration(6) and the approximate expres-
sion (7) is good as long as 2L /z*1. The simplified relation
Led.2 ln L also agrees reasonably(within ,30% accuracy)
with the calculations. For very simple qualitative estimates
one can useLed,10 for a/lD,10−2, independent of the
value ofz.

FIG. 1. The value of the Coulomb logarithmLed for electron-
grain collisions as a function of the ratio of the grain radius to the
plasma screening length,a/lD, for three values of dimensionless
grain potentialz= uQue/aTe. Solid lines correspond to the exact nu-
merical integration of Eq.(6). Dotted lines show the approximate
analytical expression(7). The dashed line corresponds to the esti-
mateLed.2 ln L.
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Figure 2 shows the factorFesz,Ld as a function ofz for
three different values ofL. One can see thatFesz,Ld,1 for
z&1—the electrostatic interaction is not important in this
regime. Forz*1 the contribution from collection becomes
exponentially small, but the contribution from elastic scatter-
ing grows withz. The latter leads to an overall increase in
Fesz,Ld with z. Figure 2 shows that the smaller the grain the
larger is the effect of electrostatic interaction.

In passing we note that the expression for the electron
drag force[Eq. (5)] can be cast in the formFe=mdndeue.
Here md is the dust grain mass andnde is the characteristic
momentum transfer rate in electron-grain collisions. From
the momentum conservation we immediately obtain the mo-
mentum transfer frequency characterizing the momentum
loss of the electron gas in collisions with the grain compo-
nent,ned=ndendmd/neme, wherend is the grain number den-
sity. The latter can be important for example when consider-
ing damping of Langmuir waves in dusty plasmas, the effect
of dust grains on the plasma electrical conductivity, etc.

III. FORCE BALANCE

In this section we will compare the electron drag force
with the electric and the ion drag forces for different plasma
parameters. Let us first estimate the ratio of the electron to
ion drag force, which will improve our estimations made in
the introduction. For the ion drag force we use the recent
approach of by Khrapaket al. [7,8], which is an extension of
the standard Coulomb scattering theory. Similar to Eq.(5)
the ion drag force can be written as

Fi = s8Î2p/3da2nimivTi
uiFiszt,Ld, s8d

whereni is the density of ions,t=Te/Ti is the electron-to-ion
temperature ratio, and the factorFi =Fi

Coll+Fi
Orb accounts

for ion collection and scattering, similar to electron-grain
collisions. The corresponding contributions areFi

Collsztd=1
+szt /2d and Fi

Orbszt ,Ld=sz2t2/4dLid, where Lid

=2e0
`e−xlnfs2Lx+ztd / s2x+ztdgdx is the modified Coulomb

logarithm for ion-grain collisions integrated over the Max-
wellian velocity distribution function for ions. Equation(8)
is identical to Eqs.(11) and (12) of Ref. [7]. The reason for
the modification of the Coulomb logarithm is due to the fact
that the Coulomb radius for ion-grain collisions is often
greater or comparable to the plasma screening length, which
makes the standard Coulomb scattering theory inapplicable.
From Eqs.(5) and (8) assumingne.ni and taking into ac-
count Eq.(1) we get

Fe

Fi
.

sin

sen

Fesz,Ld
Fiszt,Ld

.

This expression implies that the ratioFe/Fi depends on the
gas composition(which determines the ratiosin /sen) and
three parametersz, t, andL. An example calculation of the
ratio Fe/Fi is shown in Fig. 3. The solid line marks the
balanceFe=Fi in the sa/lD,td plane for an argon plasma.
The following parameters were fixed for our calculations:
argon plasma with effective cross section for ion and electron
collisions with neutralssin.2310−14 cm2 and sen.1
310−16 cm2 (for Te,1 eV) [12], and dimensionless grain
potentialz.2 (this value follows from the OML theory for
t,100). Figure 3 shows that the electron drag force domi-
nates over the ion drag force forTe/Ti &25, in agreement
with the arguments given in the Introduction. The importance
of the electron drag increases with increasing grain size. Our
calculations are applicable below the dashed line, which cor-
responds to the upper limit of the ion drag model applicabil-
ity (see Ref.[7]). We note that the parameter range, where
electron drag dominates over ion drag, seems not to be exotic
for dusty plasma experiments in dc discharges. For example,
typical glow discharge conditionsTe,1 eV, Ti ,0.1 eV for
an argon plasma at neutral gas pressurep=0.1 Torr were
reported in Ref.[13].

The relationships amongFe, Fi, andFel depend on more
parameters, especially when the ion drag model of Eq.(8)

FIG. 2. The ratio of the momentum transfer in electron colli-
sions with a charged grain to the momentum transfer in collisions
with an uncharged grain,Fesz,Ld, as a function of dimensionless
grain potentialz= uQue/aTe. The calculations shown are for three
values of the ratio of grain radius to the screening lengtha/lD

;L−1. Note that scattering increases the momentum transfer con-
siderably forz*1.

FIG. 3. The figure shows the contour of a constant ratio of the
electron-to-ion drag forces,Fi /Fe=1, in thesa/lD,td plane for an
argon plasma(sin /sen,200 andz,2). The dashed line corre-
sponds approximately to the upper limit of the applicability of the
theory used to calculate the ion drag force,uQue/TilD&5 (see Ref.
[7]).
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breaks down. For this reason, and in order to illustrate the
importance of the electron drag force, we took a certain set
of realistic plasma parameters and calculated the forces nu-
merically. We again consider an argon plasma at pressurep
,0.1 Torr snn,331015 cm−3d and plasma number density
ne.ni .23109 cm−3. Electron and ion temperatures areTe
.1 eV andTi .0.03 eVst=33d. Note that for these param-
eters the assumption of subthermal drifts limits our calcula-
tions to rather small electric fields,E&0.3 V/cm.

Figure 4(a) shows the dependence of the absolute magni-
tude of the electron and ion drag forces on grain radius. Here
the ion drag force was calculated using an approximate ex-
pression for the ion-grain momentum transfer cross section
proposed in Ref.[14]. This approach is more accurate for the
case of “strong” interaction between ions and grain[15],
which occurs ata*1 mm for the chosen plasma parameters.
The forces are normalized to the electric force. According to
Fig. 4(a) the electron and the ion drag forces are comparable
and both these forces dominate over the electric force. More-
over,Fe.Fi for a*1 mm. This indicates the important role
which the electron drag force can play in dusty plasmas.
Figure 4(b) illustrates qualitative changes arising when tak-

ing into account the electron drag force. If one neglectsFe,
then the grain would move in the direction of the electric
field becauseFi .Fel (except for very small submicron
grains). Inclusion of the electron drag force reverses the
grain motion for the considered plasma parameters.

Finally, let us briefly discuss the parameter range where
the electron drag force can play a substantial role. First, a
significant electron drift should be present, which implies
that the force exerted on electrons by the electric field is
compensated by their momentum loss in collisions, but not
by the inhomogeneity in electron density(“pressure” term)
in the equation of motion for electrons. Relevant example is
a longitudinal electron drift in a positive column of a dc
discharge. At the same time the considered effect vanishes in
complex plasmas occurring in the bulk of rf discharges.
Next, the electron drag force is very sensitive to the electron
temperature. There are two reasons for that(i) Fe/Fi
~ sTi /Ted2, andFe/Fel~Ti /Te; (ii ) for most noble gasessen is
an increasing function ofTe (in the range 1 eV&Te
&10 eV) and henceFe~sen

−1 decreases withTe. As pointed
out in the introduction the effect can be especially important
in argon, krypton, and xenon due to the Ramsauer-Townsend
effect, and also in neon wheresen is also relatively small.
Increasing the neutral gas pressure and/or decreasing the ion-
ization fraction would lower the role of electron and ion drag
forces compared to the electrostatic force. Also the electron
drag force increases with grain size as shown in Fig. 4. Sum-
marizing, we expect electron drag to be important for micron
(and larger) size grains in low pressure dc gas discharges in
most of the noble gases with relatively small electron tem-
peraturesTe&1 eVd.

The obtained results have to be taken into account in
planned experiments with dusty plasma in a dc discharge
under microgravity conditions(PK-4 experiment). Here the
gravity is absent and the most important forces acting on
dust grains are the electrostatic, ion and electron drags and
the neutral drag force(if a gas flow and/or grain motion is
present). As shown in the present paper the electron drag
force can have a significant effect under certain(not too ex-
otic) conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the role of the electron drag force in a
weakly ionized plasma in the presence of a constant electric
field—a common situation for the positive column of a dc
discharge. Using the accurate expression for the electron
drag force obtained in this paper we were able to show that
electron drag can be a dominant force for certain plasma
parameters. The regimes where this can occur were identi-
fied.
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FIG. 4. (a) The magnitudes of the electronsFed and ionsFid drag
forces normalized to the electric forceFel as functions of grain
radiusa. (b) The sum of the forcesFi −Fel−Fe normalized to the
electric force as a function ofa. The dotted line shows the(incor-
rect) result which would be obtained by neglecting the electron drag
force. For the plasma parameters see text.
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